
ANATOMY of a STRATEGY
How President Trump Flipped Fascism (or tried)
…and how his plays can be decoded, mapped and countered

Speaking at a July 3, 2020 rally at South Dakota’s Mount Rushmore National 
Memorial, President Donald Trump used influence strategies to excite his 
dedicated base – notably an attempt to reverse a rising perception that 
Republicans promote fascism. 

Using the Taxonomy of Influence Strategies as a
reference, here is a breakdown of the plays Trump
employed to transfer the radioactive meme, plus
guidance for Democrats who are keen to counter
the president’s rhetoric.
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https://youtu.be/QQOErcg_ask
https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/trump-gop-coronavirus-fascism/
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/
http://www.playmakersystems.com/
http://playmakersystems.com
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DECODING TRUMP By matching Trump’s messages to the plays and positions 
on the Playmaker Taxonomy we can identify the president’s precise rhetorical 

maneuvers. View these and all 23 plays of the taxonomy here.

“There is a new far-
left fascism that 
demands absolute 
allegiance…”

Far-left fascism suits the 
position and definition of 
the play called Label, a 
framing strategy that 
makes simple memes of 
complicated ideas.

“Make no mistake, this 
left-wing cultural 
revolution is designed 
to overthrow the 
American revolution.”

The president’s colorful talk 
conveys as a provocation, 
which matches the play 
called Peacock, a Trump 
favorite.
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“If you do not speak [the left’s] language 
…you will be censored, banished, 
blacklisted, persecuted and punished.”

Delivered 10 Commandments-style, this play is a 
Declare, one of four strategies that press a point of 
view and in this case assert an alternative truth.

“In so doing [the left] would destroy the 
very civilization that rescued billions from 
poverty, disease, violence and hunger and 
that lifted humanity to new heights of 
achievement, discovery and progress…”

This is a Recast, a diversionary strategy designed in this 
case to paint Democrats as anarchists.

https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=LB
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=PK
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=DR
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=RC


“There is a new far-left fascism that 
demands absolute allegiance…”

“If you do not speak [the left’s] 
language… you will be censored, 
banished, blacklisted persecuted 
and punished.”

“Make no mistake, this left-wing cultural revolution is 
designed to overthrow the American revolution.”

“In so doing [the left] would destroy the very 
civilization that rescued billions from poverty, disease, 
violence and hunger and that lifted humanity to new 
heights of achievement, discovery and progress…”

MAPPING TRUMP Now that we know the plays the president ran (see p. 2), we can plot them for added insight. As shown 
above, Trump begins with the Label to coin his far-left fascist phrase. By way of the Declare he then observes as fact the 

penalties for far-left non-compliance. Next comes one of the president’s signature plays, the Peacock, a provocative 
flourish to support his doomed vision of Democrats. Trump finishes with the Recast to set the frame of the self-

destructive liberal. View these and all 23 plays of the Taxonomy of Influence Strategies here.
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https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=LB
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=DR
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=PK
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=RC
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/


COUNTERING TRUMP Decoding and mapping Trump’s plays is 0ne thing. Countering them is another.
For help, Trump detractors can consult Standard Guidance, an online resource of options and expert tips 

for every play of the taxonomy. Consider, above, how a Democrat might use it to rebut or redirect the 
president’s Recast. To view the Recast information card shown above, tap here.

…hmm

…too obvious

…defensive

…this gives me an idea
Try these<
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https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/standard-guidance/
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=RC


FACETIOUS CONFESSION  “Oh sure, we’re fascists. If 
you call masks fascist. If you call equal rights fascist. If 
you call healthcare-for-all fascist. If you call science 
fascist. Yep, we’re fascists.”

HISTORY CHECK  "It was FDR, a Democrat, who 
rescued millions from poverty, disease, violence and 
hunger and lifted humanity to new heights of 
achievement, discovery and progress.”

COUNTERING TRUMP  As shown on page 4, here are two plays that Standard Guidance might inspire in 
Democratic party war rooms. For details on the Concede play, tap here. For details on Contrast, tap here.

The Contrast play puts facts on the table that a rival can’t 
ignore…in this case, the legacy of President Franklin Roosevelt..
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The Concede play is counter-intuitive. It denies Trump his 
typical punch-back because it agrees with him…in this case 
tongue-in-cheek.

https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/standard-guidance/
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=CC
https://www.playmakersystems.com/playmaker-system/the-taxonomy/%3Fplay=CX

